PUBLIC NOTICE ON SPECIAL CONSULAR CAMP AT LUXEMBOURG

Attention is invited to **INDIA DAY Celebrations** by Indian Association of Luxembourg (IAL) in coordination with Embassy of India, Brussels on 15th September 2018 (Saturday, 1100 hrs to 1700 hrs) at Place de l'Hotel de ville, L-4138 Esch-sur-Alzette, Luxembourg wherein the Embassy will organize a special consular camp.

2. Besides rendering of regular consular services, the primary aim of this camp would be to initiate registration process of Indian diaspora at Luxembourg, which will incorporate name, date of birth, passport number, mobile/phone number, address, email ID, company/institution where Indian expatriate is working, etc. All the registered expatriates would be issued a suitable ID card at a later date to enable them to participate in the future events organized by the Embassy and ensure expeditious consular service, wherever possible.

3. The Officers of the Embassy will be readily available to reply to any queries regarding consular services being rendered by the Mission. Hence, all members of Indian diaspora are requested to be present in large numbers to avail of this opportunity.